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FARR GOLd sERIEs® COnvInCEs 
suppLEmEnt mAkER tO BAG BAGHOusEs

pROduCt

CHALLEnGE

product  Farr gold series dust and Fume collector
models  gs2, gs12sQ
Application Food dust
Customer Midwest PMs — Firestone, co
Install date February, august 2011

Midwest PMs is a manufacturer of liquid supplements for livestock that are custom blended per 
order and shipped to customers in colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, oklahoma, and texas. their fully 
automated batching system combines an order’s various ingredients by weight. other, dry ingredients 
are added manually and agitated. the combination is then moved to a holding tank and delivered to 
their customers as requested.

“We had always had our ingredients delivered,” described Kendal adler, plant manager for Midwest 
PMs, but as they began to stockpile and transport the ingredients at the facility, loading and unloading 
began to be problematic. “calcium, salt, urea… all of our dry ingredients create a tremendous 
amount of dust,” he continued. “It was tearing up our equipment.” Ingredient mixers, pumps, augers, 
and trucks began to show signs of premature wear. “Plus, it wasn’t good for the guys working back 
there,” he added. “you couldn’t see in the building; couldn’t tell what you were doing.”

at another section of the facility, urea is unloaded from a truck to a bin. Baghouses that were used 
to collect the dust from the bin were performing very poorly. “the bags wouldn’t last a month,” adler 
mentioned. For the sake of their employees and machinery, Midwest PMs began to search for a 
better solution.

▲ a Farr gold series gs12sQ installed where dust 
caused the most problems at the facility.
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“We had looked to cartridge-based filters before to get rid of the 
baghouses,” adler explained. “I’ve never been pleased with the baghouses, 
but nothing ever worked well enough to justify switching.” they were 
convinced that the Farr gold series® would work for them after camfil aPc 
brought the demo unit to Midwest PMs. He continued, “When they showed 
us the ease of changing the filters and how easy it was to maintain, I was 
sold. there were a lot of reasons that I really liked that style of filter unit.”

to resolve the dust issue during loading, a gs12 was installed at the source 
where dry ingredients were causing major dust problems. ducts were 
placed above the loading space. alder stated, “My rep came out after we 
had everything installed, showed me how to program it, got it set up and 
running, and we’ve been using it ever since.” the unit is run as needed. 
the Farr gold series gs12 has virtually eliminated the clouds of dust that 
were once present during loading, reducing the maintenance time for the 
equipment that was being affected by the dust.

at the bin where urea is unloaded, a gs2 was put in place. adler said, simply, 
“since we’ve put it in, I haven’t touched it… I love stuff that I don’t have to 
work on.” He continued, “It was money well spent; low maintenance, and it 
does what we wanted it to do… It paid for itself in a year.”

Midwest PMs is planning to purchase another Farr gold series gs2 unit at 
another urea unloading bin.

▲ the units installed at the facility have paid for themselves, 
according to the plant manager.

For more information for this application, contact filterman@camfil.com.


